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Arts and Sciences
Carolee Ritter           Dean
Rose Suggett             Social Science-L
Phip Ross                English-L
Bob Zetocha              Speech-L

Construction and Electronics
Karen Koch               ARCH-M
Dale Mueller             LSCE-M
John Pierce              ENER-M
Doug Burks               ENER-M

CEC
Marguerite Himmelberg

Ag/Food & Nat. Resources and Community Services & Resources
Greg Burroughs           FIRE-L

Health Sciences
Jill Sand                Dean
Kelly Cummins            RESP-L

Business Administration
Kathleen Reiter          BSAD-TCA
Tammie Lang              BSAD-M
Linda Hartman            BSAD-L
Lacey Jurgens            OFFT-L

Professional/Administrative
Rod Rhodes               CEC
Erin May                 SENCAP-L
Jill Wightman            Institutional Research
Rebecca Carr             Institutional Research
Rachael McLeod          Resource Development
Sarah Kramer             Human Resources

DACUM Coordinator
Theresa Puente